
UHH Series Rotary Hoe

The European designed BULLY UHH Series Rotary Hoes are suited to large-scale domestic and semi-commercial operations.

The 140hp (max.) transmission consists of:
• multispeed gearbox which allows the operator to customise the input speed (540/1000rpm) and the blade tip speed
• side gear drive that provides greater transfer of power and longer life compared to other drive options
• rotor bearings protected with mechanical seals for ultimate protection as mechanical seals are designed to keep the oil in and dirt out.

Square/L blades are mounted in a six blades per flange configuration. This design, where the blades are slightly staggered from flange to flange, 
reduces blade impact, horsepower requirements and the number of passes required to produce a fine finish in a variety of soil conditions.

The UHH Rotary Hoe produces a super fine finish, with the spring-loaded tailgate keeping soil inside the chamber and in contact with the blades 
until it is well pulverised. This makes it perfect for a wide range of commercial agricultural and horticultural applications.

Optional Cage Rollers are available for depth/height control when soil conditions do not allow the operator to maintain a consistent depth/height.

Pictured with optional 
Cage Roller
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Code TBUHH080 TBUHH100 TBUHH120
Size reference 2.0m | 6’8” | 80” 2.55m | 8’4” | 100” 3.05m | 10’0” | 120”

Side transmission Gear drive

Gearbox 140hp, 540/1000rpm, multispeed

PTO shaft/clutch W2600 Series with 200mm (8") friction (slip) clutch

Skids Height adjustable

Finish Powder coated

Rotor diameter (mm) 530

Rotor speed (rpm) 191, 214, 240 or 269 at 540rpm | 353 or 396 at 1000rpm

No. of rotor flanges 8 10 12

No. of blades p/flange 6 6 6

Total no. of blades 48 60 72

Blades Standard with Square/L shaped  |  Curved/speed on request

Linkage Category 2 and 3 (quick hitch compatible)

Guarding Standard with CE compliant guarding

Overall width (mm) 2300 2800 3300

Working width (mm) 2100 2550 3050

Working depth (mm) 250

Tractor range (hp) 60 - 140 90 - 140 110 - 140

Weight (kg) 934 1061 1170

Options
TBUHH080-CR 450mm cage roller with manual adjustment (suit UHH80)
TBUHH100-CR 450mm cage roller with manual adjustment (suit UHH100)
TBUHH120-CR 450mm cage roller with manual adjustment (suit UHH120)

Parts
3029 VH/UHH square/L shaped blade (right)
1374 VH/UHH square/L shaped blade (left)
23160 VH/UHH curved/speed blade (right)
23159 VH/UHH curved/speed blade (left)
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